Panels come complete with heavy-duty loop ties for attaching the panels to a storage reel system.

Thermal-King® Pool Covers

- Advanced performance – 100% stabilized polyester woven 20 x 20 count denier
- Longer life – coated and UV stabilized on both sides for maximum protection
- Extruded black vinyl
- Drain holes punched every 3 feet with weighted edge
- Edging does not chalk or flake
- 5/16” heavy-duty synthetic fiber rope
- Flow holes help covers hold in windy environments
- Easy to deploy and retrieve
- Blankets are reversible
- Available in standard and custom sizes
- 305 Stainless steel grommets for maximum corrosion resistance
- UV inhibited loop tie handles
- Panels come complete with heavy-duty loop ties for attaching the panels to a storage reel system

Spa Covers

Spa covers are identical in every way to the pool cover benefits listed above except for the edging, as spa covers come unedged. Using household scissors you can cut them to fit your spa’s custom configuration.

800-791-8056
www.spectrumproducts.com
3.0 Mils LDPE, UV protected coating

Woven 12 X 12 count per inch, UV high density polyethylene

EVA enhanced insulating polyethylene foam, Volara 1/8"

**Outdoor Pool Energy Loss**

The evaporation rate from an outdoor pool varies depending on the pool’s temperature, air temperature and humidity, and the wind speed at the pool surface.

**Swimming Pool Covers**

**Reduce Energy Consumption**

Pool Blanket Systems can offer significant energy savings and drastically reduce water and chemical consumption as well as cleaning time by keeping dirt and other debris out of the pool or spa. They often pay for themselves in less than one year when properly and consistently used.

*Information obtained from the U.S. Department of Energy*
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